Roadway Safety
Professional Capacity
Building Program
Through engaging peer workshops, the RSPCB Program matches agencies seeking
solutions to roadway safety issues with trailblazers who have addressed similar challenges
and emerged with a roadmap and noteworthy practices for approaching the issue.

OHIO LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PLAN PEER EXCHANGE
An RSPCB Peer Exchange

Notice
This document is disseminated under the sponsorship of the U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) in the interest
of information exchange. The U.S. Government assumes no liability for the use of the information contained in this
document.
The U.S. Government does not endorse products or manufacturers. Trademarks or manufacturers’ names appear in this
report only because they are considered essential to the objective of the document.
Quality Assurance Statement
Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) provides high-quality information to serve Government, industry, and the
public in a manner that promotes public understanding. Standards and policies are used to ensure and maximize the
quality, objectivity, utility, and integrity of its information. FHWA periodically reviews quality issues and adjusts its
programs and processes to ensure continuous quality improvement.

BACKGROUND

This report provides a summary of the Local Road Safety Plan Peer Exchange held in Columbus, Ohio on June 14-15,
2016. Local Road Safety Plans (LRSP) can help local agencies identify roadway safety concerns and determine the steps
needed to implement safety countermeasures. Incorporating local roads in safety planning is critical to achieve zero
fatalities. The peer exchange brought together safety practitioners from across the United States to facilitate the
exchange of information on local road safety plans and explore opportunities for collaboration between local
transportation agencies, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), State Departments of Transportation (DOT), Local
Technical Assistance Program (LTAP) centers, and other government entities on LRSPs. A full list of attendees is
provided in Appendix A.
The peer exchange covered the following key topics:
•
•
•
•

Developing Local Road Safety Plans
Local road data analysis
Local Road Safety Plan implementation
Moving forward with Local Road Safety Plans

LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PLAN OVERVIEW

An LRSP is a coordinated safety plan that provides a comprehensive framework for reducing highway fatalities and
serious injuries on local roads. Local road safety plans can be referred to as county road safety plans, vision zero
strategic action plans, and systemic safety analysis reports. State or regionally initiated roadway safety plans are
typically larger, more expensive documents, less flexible, and frequently developed by contractors. Local plans are
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typically shorter, flexible living documents which are developed with assistance from LTAPs or the State. They usually
have a lower development cost, depend on local expertise, and focus on methods to get funds for implementation of
safety projects. The benefits of LRSPs include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raise safety awareness
Help establish safety partnerships
Help encourage agency collaboration
Leverage safety funds
Inform safety priorities
Complement the State’s Strategic Highway Safety Plan (SHSP)

An SHSP informs local practitioners of general issues on the roadway system, but a locally-focused plan such as an LRSP
is often needed to address the unique conditions on local and rural roads. Factors influencing the development and
implementation of a LRSP:
•
•
•
•
•

Influence of a champion
A clear vision and mission
Collaborative partners
Appropriate resources
Open communication

LRSP development can be funded with Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) funds however the plan must be
consistent with goals and strategies of the State SHSP to be eligible. Projects must be supported by data and have great
potential to reduce fatalities and serious injuries. FHWA offers a guidance document, “Developing Safety Plans Manual,”
which includes a template for a kick-off meeting agenda, sample emphasis areas, an emphasis area table, an LRSP
template, and resources for assistance.
The format of the Peer Exchange consisted of a series of presentations, roundtable discussions, and breakout groups
(see Appendix B for the complete agenda). At the end of the workshop, participants from each organization were
charged with developing action plans for their respective agencies to address the key topics noted above. Key actions
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establish regular meetings with local agencies
Generate data and data trees to help local agencies begin LRSP analysis
Market LRSPs to counties
Consider a pilot program with one county using Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) funds
Review other States’ best practices in LRSPs
Highlight projects that have been on the ground and implemented
Work to build internal safety culture and enthusiasm
Expand safe routes to school groups to broader safety topics
Look into creative new ways to educate the public on roadway safety practices
Educate local agencies on funding opportunities
Streamline environmental processes and application paperwork
Fund an initial, high-profile project to demonstrate the success of the plan
Work to improve risk assessments on rural roads

STARTING LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PLANS

The development of LRSP is not a straightforward path because it requires community and political buy-in, strong
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support from state-level agencies, and strategic implementation.
San Antonio found that strong local partnerships and a champion are key to having a successful LRSP program.
Community activities offer a platform to reach many people and incorporate the idea of “Vision Zero.” Political cycles
can impact the effectiveness of programs, but roadway safety can become an accepted brand within the community,
and elected officials may mention it in their campaigns as an accomplishment.
States can provide local agencies with a variety of different tools and support to catalyze and maintain local agency LRSP
development. Some of these tools are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regional transportation safety meetings with all levels of agencies to maintain communication
Webinars that overview the safety program
Data and mapping analysis tools, such as Transportation Injury Mapping System (TIMS)
Programs to assist local agencies that do not have safety analysis capabilities with funding and analysis
(Systemic Safety Analysis Report Program)
Handbooks that guide locals with an overview safety plans
Tools that track real-time crashes to improve emergency response time and to be used as a data source for
roadway safety programs

Historically in Minnesota, the absence of sustained high crash locations were interpreted to mean that there was no
safety deficiencies. As part of the Towards Zero Deaths (TZD) initiative, a Comprehensive Highway Safety Plan (now
SHSP) was developed and revealed the need to focus on the local roads to truly have an impact on traffic fatalities. The
SHSP highlighted the need and the County Roadway Safety Plans (CRSPs) provide a path to implementation, which
included systemic safety strategies, such as rumble strips, along with high visibility, targeted, sustained enforcement,
legislation to encourage driver behavior programs, and improved emergency response services. Previous programs had
established good relationships between the State and locals, which were revisited in the development of updated
CRSPs.

ROUNDTABLE DISCUSSION: IMPORTANCE OF DATA

A roundtable discussion at the peer exchange highlighted that data is at the core of most roadway safety efforts, and
presents one of the greatest challenges especially at the local level. Centralized data systems are invaluable and are
often associated with strong state DOTs. Local agencies cannot afford to invest in extensive data systems and look to
States to make that investment. FHWA is available as a resource to help coach States on creating data systems that
serve local needs. Common challenges include merging legacy systems and “dilution of resources” with many different
data systems.
Even limited data can help local agencies gain a general understanding of safety risks associated with the roadway
system. Local engineers can make assumptions about roadway characteristics, based on known roadway information, in
order to extrapolate to unknown areas of the roadway system.

DEVELOPING LOCAL ROAD SAFETY PLANS

Event participants from Iowa, Nebraska, and Oregon shared the different ways in which LRSPs are developed, including
funding and contracting plan development, the benefits of the process, and coordination with SHSPs.
Iowa used 90 percent HSIP funding and 10 percent Traffic Safety Improvement Program funding (one-half of one percent
from the road use tax fund) to develop its LRSPs. Iowa hired consultants to develop LRSPs with the review of county
safety practices, historic funding levels, and county crash history to assess ongoing safety strategies. The state and
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consultants presented crash maps and emphasis areas to county stakeholders. This collaboration screened the county
paved road network and analyzed intersections for risk factors. Decision trees incorporated the top intersections,
curves, and segments. These decision trees considered traffic volumes, intersection types, curve radius, lane width, and
presence of safety features. Project information sheets provided locals a snapshot of the current environment,
countermeasure recommendations, cost estimates, etc.
In Nebraska, three rural counties chose to participate in a pilot program, which was intended to educate roadway safety
professionals in counties with high crash rates and few engineering staff resources. The pilot was funded using 90
percent HSIP and 10 percent local funds. The Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR) issued a request for proposals and
selected a contractor to carry out the LRSP pilot. In developing the scope for each LRSP, Nebraska required two face-toface meetings with local stakeholders, a presentation to local government officials, and an in-field analysis. NDOR is
considering creating outreach materials on common local issues and countermeasures for future efforts.
In Oregon, Clackamas County began their LRSP development by hiring a consultant and convening an advisory board for
the planning efforts. Members of the County Traffic Safety Commission were included as technical advisors. Peer
presenters highlighted the importance of safety culture, and recognized that crashes are rare and random but crash
types are predictable. Engineering can only improve road safety to a certain point, so it is important to take the
initiative and approach other agencies and stakeholder groups to understand new ways to improve safety beyond
infrastructure improvements alone.

DATA ANALYSIS

Peer exchange presenters identified initial efforts related to data sources and needs, tools related to data analysis for
LRSPs, and the systemic approach to safety.
Initial data collection efforts require a preliminary review of crash data needs for LRSPs, including crash trends and
mapping tools. Regardless of gaps in data, local agencies should analyze the data at-hand, using qualitative ratings and
approximate measures. This progress in data analysis should be done while in the process of collecting quantitative
baseline data.
State DOTs identified useful tools for data collection and analysis:
•

•

•

•

County fact sheets can provide easily digested data for county officials to use. These fact sheets break down
crashes into types, attributes, and crash data trees, and provide county road high crash location maps that show
frequency of crashes to help inform county officials.
Summary data can be provided to local agencies to highlight the importance of comparing crash data across the
counties statewide. The summary data can be used by locals to highlight what types of crashes they should
focus on and identify risk factors related to severe crashes. Risk factors could be correlated to the crash data set
and used to prioritize high risk locations in the road network.
Web-based tools can make safety data more easily accessed by stakeholders and more approachable to local
agencies. Ohio DOT’s tool GCAT (GIS Crash Analysis Tool) includes a set of data dashboards, pre-loaded reports,
etc., the capability of generating custom reports, and is open to all government agencies.
Mapping Systems can be used to assemble current transportation data, including transportation asset
inventories, priority snow routes, roadway information, boundaries, traffic counts, transportation projects, and
environmental information. These systems sometimes allow users to view data and to provide their own data
inputs.

The systemic approach to safety involves analyzing crash data to identify and prioritize risk factors on the roadway. This
type of analysis results in a proactive approach versus a reactive approach to identify roadway safety projects, and takes
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the focus from events-based to risk-based.

BREAKOUT SESSION: LRSP DEVELOPMENT

Peer presentations were followed by a series of facilitated breakout sessions on topics such as LRSP content,
development process and funding, the varying available resources for local agencies, and local agency buy-in. The
breakout session grouped participants by State DOTs, Counties, and LTAPs and Metropolitan Planning Organizations
(MPO). A brief summary of strategies and challenges related to the development of LRSPs identified during these
discussions is provided below.
Counties
•

•

•

Counties outlined potential incentives for county participation in LRSPs including:
o Access to additional funding for safety projects, which allows for counties to expand their maintenance
budget;
o Streamlined application process to access Federal safety funding at the local level; and
o Improvement of public relations and tangible improvements for elected officials to point towards.
Counties identified the challenge of using the systemic approach to safety, because the improvements are not
necessarily the high visibility hot spot safety improvements. Counties stated that a mixed solution of systemic
safety improvements and spot safety improvements may be a more realistic goal.
Counties also identified the underreporting of crashes on rural roads as an obstacle in analysis and developing
an LRSP.

LTAPs and MPOs
•

•
•

LRSPs are strongly guided by local champions. The implementation of strategic “easy win” projects can be used
to encourage stakeholders during early phases. Furthermore, HSIP funds can be used for these pilot projects,
which can be held as an example for other local agencies.
A lack of understanding about the application process is an obstacle for local agencies to begin the development
of an LRSP or receive funding for safety-related projects.
LTAPs and MPOs can be used as resources to help local jurisdiction perform safety analysis, and establish
working relationships that build trust and institutional knowledge over time.

State DOTs
•
•
•

•

States must change the culture of DOT to focus on safety. Relationship building is critical for developing LRSPs;
counties with strong relationships with the State are often successful in developing and implementing LRSPs.
Oregon has a series of goals and performance measures that includes local roads as a part of their long-range,
20-year plan. The State guides local agencies with systemic fixes on the local roads.
States identified flexibility as an important part of encouraging local agencies’ participation in LRSPs. In
Minnesota, if a project is not part of the CRSP or does not seemingly align with the State’s goals, the locality
must bring in documentation to justify its funding.
Ohio conducts a quantitative and qualitative analysis of LRSP projects, where benefit-cost and present value is
highly considered, but funding is also awarded based on projects that “make sense.” Sometimes there is a
safety element that is cheap and practical, so it will receive funding.

LRSP PROCESS

LRSP requires processes for project selection, development, grouping, funding, and delivery.
Counties discussed the need for public input and involvement in order to identify transportation issues and gain
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acceptance of these issues as problems. Communication with the public allows for an understanding and acceptance of
safety concerns leading to progress with LRSP project implementation. Data needs were also discussed; LRSP
development typically requires preliminary collection of crash data from the State or local agencies and roadway data
usually from the local agencies. Volume data, such as average daily traffic (ADT), mileposts, speed limits, street lighting,
and road and shoulder widths, can be used to generate a list of projects. This list of projects can be used to identify
common characteristics of roads where crashes have occurred. LRSPs are often developed uniquely to each locality,
which supports specific projects and solutions for the local agency.
The application of LRSP project funding can also be presented at strategic times to maintain the momentum of the CRSP
release. For example, the release of Stearns County, Minnesota’s CRSP, was paired with a state HSIP funding solicitation
that stated that counties with a project list from their LRSP had high probability of project funding. Most counties that
applied to the HSIP funding solicitation with LRSPs were awarded funds for their LRSP projects. Stearns County began
with projects that were easy to implement and were supported maintenance activities and project modifications. They
also used data to support reactive projects. In Ohio, State highway safety funding was awarded to local governments,
including Licking County, which was a pilot county because it had high crash rates. Licking County installed thousands of
feet of guardrail, thermoplastic striping, and updated signage. It now ranks much better in Ohio compared to its initial
crash rates. The county attributes its great progress to its LRSP and its strong relationship with ODOT.
Several of the States that presented LRSP implementation discussed their processes for prioritizing proactive projects
rather than projects that are solely reactive to a crash that occurred in a random location. Proactive projects can be
prioritized, using a tiered system. For example, the highest priority projects would incorporate the highest percentage
of factors present in fatal or serious injury crashes, while the lower priority projects would incorporate a lower
percentage of factors present in fatal or serious injury crashes.

BREAKOUT SESSION: COMMITTING TO LRSP

A facilitated breakout session followed presentations on topics such as local agency involvement, benefits to safety in
the county, stakeholder feedback, management support, and cost to counties. The breakout session grouped
participants by State DOTs, Counties, and LTAPs and MPOs. A brief summary of these strategies and challenges in LRSPs
identified during these discussions is below.
County
•

•

Educational programs are a good place to partner (e.g. child seat checkpoint, mock crash extraction at high
schools, text and drive simulators, alcohol goggles, holiday parade exhibits, county fairs - water safety,
environmental safety, traffic safety, etc.)
Participants discussed timing challenges with the development process, which often includes a complex
environmental process. States with tribal contacts agree that involving the tribes in the LRSP process streamlines
LRSP development and LRSP project implementation. Keeping stakeholders involved and informed throughout
the development process is key to maintaining a timely schedule for project delivery.

LTAPs and MPOs
•
•

LTAP and MPO attendees noted that a repository of successful plans, specifications, proposals, documents and
other examples are useful in the revision of LRSPs.
MPOs and LTAPs found that concise and streamlined LRSPs are most effective and are perceived as achievable
by local agencies, in comparison to large plans, which can be overwhelming. Simplified applications and
environmental review forms can streamline LRSP project delivery.
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•

LTAP and MPO participants saw value in prioritizing projects based on crash data evaluation, in order to
implement projects that will address local road safety issues at high risk locations.

State DOTs
•

•

Elected officials can be champions for local safety programs. Often a high profile case is a catalyst to bring
attention to safety issues. Strong communication, including regular reports, with officials is important to
maintain momentum in safety projects.
LTAP support is used in a variety of ways, including hosting stakeholder meetings and presentations, providing
training, conducting road safety audits, offering technical assistance, extending public outreach for a wider
audience, and delivering consulting services to smaller jurisdictions for the development of their LRSPs.

LRSP REVISIONS AND UPDATES

When revising and updating LRSPs, the duration since initial plan completion, previous lessons learned, resources
needed, plan liability concerns, maintaining stakeholder engagement, and agency roles and responsibilities must be
considered.
In Washington State, all counties received HSIP funds in 2010; the DOT offered safety analysis training in 2012 to help
counties strategize and plan using crash data. Plan development took on average 80 hours, but counties were not given
strict guidelines on how to develop the plans. Washington counties maintained the ability to prioritize projects and,
combined with SHSP priorities, provided a logical list of projects to move forward with. For future LRSP development
endeavors, WSDOT aims to refine the data analysis to give counties more ways of looking at the data. Furthermore,
several of the counties have proposed to improve data collection efforts as a part of their plan.
Minnesota had a CRSP process which included crash data analysis, selection of safety emphasis areas, development of a
comprehensive list of safety strategies, coordination of a safety workshop, identification of a short list of critical
strategies, identification of safety projects, and finally, the first draft creation of a safety plan. Through this process, the
DOT funded almost $30M in projects statewide between 2013 and 2015. Minnesota counties were provided the
opportunity to review the plans and edit as appropriate, however if the edits were significant and not aligned with the
greater vision, the projects were unlikely to be funded. Minnesota DOT developed robust and targeted resources
providing everything from crash data statistics to standard language to be included in plans on both Federal law and
Minnesota State law.
The CRSP update in Minnesota is estimated to complete in 7 years. Counties looking to participate will be asked to
contribute up to $20,000; however, there will be more face-to-face time and consultant support to the county.

LESSONS LEARNED TO MOVE FORWARD

At the end of the event, participants broke out by state to discuss strategies for moving forward and developing an
action plan based on lessons learned during the workshop. States noted the desire to restart safety efforts which had
lost momentum over time (e.g. safe routes to schools and risk assessments on rural roads). States with pilot programs
underway wanted to evaluate their programs more closely, and highlight the improvements to foster safety culture and
the desire to expand the programs. Marketing and improving access to data, funding information, and technical
assistance resources were action items noted by most all states in attendance.
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APPENDIX A: PARTICIPANT LIST
CALIFORNIA
Richard

Ke

Senior
Transportation
Engineer, HSIP
Manager
Principal Civil
Engineer
Director of
Public Works

Robert

Goralka

Thomas

Mattson

Richard

Tippett

Director of
Transportation

Motasem

Al-Turk

Manager Traffic
Engineering

Shaun

Davis

Matt

Weaver

Public
Transportation
Specialist II
District Traffic
Safety Program
Engineer

Caltrans

Sacramento

CA

916-6534727

richard.ke@dot.ca.gov

Marin County
Public Works
Humboldt County
Department of
Public Works
Trinity County

San Rafael

CA

rgoralka@marincounty.org

Humboldt
County

CA

415-4733076
707-4457491

Weaverville

CA

530-6231365

rtippett@trinitycounty.org

Palm Beach
County
Government
Florida Dept. of
Transportation

West Palm
Beach

FL

561-6844030

malturk@pbcgov.org

Tallahassee

FL

850-4144075

shaun.davis@dot.state.fl.us

Florida DOT

Tampa

FL

813-9756254

matthew.weaver@dot.state.fl.us

Idaho
Transportation
Department
City of Nampa, ID

Boise

ID

208-3348105

kelly.campbell@
itd.idaho.gov

Nampa

ID

barnesj@cityofnampa.us

Local Highway
Technical
Assistance
Council
Nampa Highway
District No. 1

Boise

ID

208-9650092
208-3440565

Nampa

ID

208-4676576

eric@nampahighway1.com

Iowa DOT

Ames

IA

nicole.fox@dot.iowa.gov

FHWA Iowa
Division
Keokuk County
Highway
Department
Wapello County

Ames

IA

Sigourney

IA

515-2391506
515-2337308
641-6222610

Ottumwa

IA

641-6845425

bmoore@wapellocounty.org

U of KY
Transportation
Center
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet
Daviess County
Fiscal Court
Kentucky
Transportation
Cabinet

Lexington

KY

859-2574531

martha.horseman@uky.edu

Frankfort

KY

502-7825539

jarrod.stanley@ky.gov

Owensboro

KY

mbrasher@daviessky.org

Frankfort

KY

270-6858456
502-7825534

tmattson@co.humboldt.ca.us

FLORIDA

IDAHO
Kelly

Campbell

Research
Analyst Principal

Jeff

Barnes

Kevin

Kuther

Civil Engineer,
Transportation
Safety Engineer

Eric

Shannon

District Engineer

Nicole

Fox

Paul

LaFleur

Secondary
Roads Engineer
Safety Specialist

Andrew

McGuire

County Engineer

Brian

Moore

Wapello County
Engineer

Martha

Horseman

Kentucky LTAP
Director

Jarrod

Stanley

Mark

Brasher

Tracy

Lovell

Transportation
Engineer
Specialist
Public Works
Director
Transportation
Engineer

kkuther@lhtac.org

IOWA
paul.lafleur@dot.gov
engineer@keokukcountyia.com

KENTUCKY
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tracy.lovell@ky.gov

MINNESOTA
Victor

Lund

Traffic Engineer

St. Louis County,
Minnesota
Stearns County

Duluth

MN

Jodi

Teich

County Engineer

St. Cloud

MN

Mark

Vizecky

State Aid Program
Support
Engineer

Minnesota DOT

Saint Paul

MN

Larry

Legg

Local Projects
Engineer

Lincoln

Dawn

Miller

Matt

Neemann

Highway
Superintendent
Traffic Control
Engineer

Nebraska
Department of
Roads
Adams County

Nicole

Frankl

Director

Michelle

May

Mike

Fitch

Matthew

Hill

William

Lozier

Michael

McNeill

Jim

DeSantos

Ron

Garczewski

NEBRASKA

218-6253873
320-2556180
651-3663839

lundv@stlouiscountymn.gov

NE

402-4793943

larry.legg@nebraska.gov

Juniata

NE

dmiller@adamscounty.org

Nebraska
Department of
Roads
NE LTAP

Lincoln

NE

402-4617172
402-4794594

Lincoln

NE

402-4721226

nfrankl2@unl.edu

Highway Safety
Program
Manager
Program
Manager
Senior
Transportation
Planner
Licking County
Engineer
Transportation
Engineer
Transportation
Engineer
Safety Engineer

Ohio DOT

Columbus

OH

614-6448309

michelle.may@dot.ohio.gov

Ohio DOT - LTAP

Columbus

OH

mike.fitch@dot.ohio.gov

Licking County

Newark

OH

614-3877358
740-6705191

Licking County

Newark

OH

blozier@lcounty.com

Ohio DOT

Columbus

OH

FHWA Ohio
Division Office
FHWA Ohio
Division Office

Columbus

OH

Columbus

OH

740-6705288
614-3871265
614-2806830
614-2806840

Transportation
Safety Program
Manager
Safety Strategist

Clackamas
County, Oregon

Oregon City

OR

503-7424705

joem@clackamas.us

Oregon DOT

Salem

OR

503-9864187

walter.j.mcallister@odot.state.or.us

Texas DOT

San Antonio

TX

210-6155810

dale.picha@txdot.gov

City of San
Antonio

San Antonio

TX

210-2074574

marc.jacobson@sanantonio.gov

Texas LTAP

Arlington

TX

979-3077416
817-8841153

ashley.mathews@uta.edu

360-7056907
360-5773030

matthew.enders@wsdot.wa.gov

OHIO

jodi.teich@co.stearns.mn.us
mark.vizecky@state.mn.us

matt.neemann@nebraska.gov

mhill@lcounty.com

michael.mcneill@dot.ohio.gov
james.desanto@dot.gov
ron.garczewski@dot.gov

OREGON
Joseph

Marek

Walter

McAllister

TEXAS
Dale

Picha

Marc

Jacobson

Ashley

Mathews

Traffic
Operations
Manager
Traffic
Management
Center Manager
TX LTAP Director

Joe

Trammel

County Engineer

Tarrant County

Ft. Worth

TX

Matthew

Enders

WA

Andrews

Washington State
DOT
Cowlitz County

Olympia

Christopher

Technical
Services Mgr
Project Manager

Kelso

WA

WASHINGTON
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jltrammel@tarrantcounty.com

andrewsc@co.cowlitz.wa.us

Gordie

Kelsey

Public Works
Director/County
Engineer

Klickitat County

Goldendale

WA

509-7734616

gordonk@klickitatcounty.org

Rosemarie

Anderson

DC

West Trenton

NJ

Laura

Black

Cambridge

MA

Alexandra

McNally

Cambridge

MA

202-3665007
609-6374207
617-4942274
617-4942932

rosemarie.anderson@dot.gov

Scurry

FHWA Office of
Safety
FHWA Office of
Safety
U.S. DOT Volpe
Center
U.S. DOT Volpe
Center

Washington

Karen

Transportation
Specialist
Transportation
Specialist
Civil Engineer

FHWA/VOLPE

Community
Planner
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karen.scurry@dot.gov
laura.black@dot.gov
alexandra.mcnally@dot.gov

APPENDIX B: EVENT AGENDA
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